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Kurt Koevesi was born on July 5, 1914 in Graz, Austria. His extended maternal family was for 
many generations, native to Graz. His maternal grandfather worked as a merchant; he died at 
an early age of a heart attack. His uncle, his mother’s only sibling, earned a Ph.D. in law at the 
University of Graz. At the beginning of the 20th century, he relocated to Brünn, and taught at 
the Deutsche Handel Akademie (German Commercial School) in Brünn (sp). He lived there until 
his deportation to Theresienstadt. Koevesi's father was born in Nitra, Slovakia, and relocated to 
Vienna in his teenage years. Upon marrying Kovevesi's mother in 1912, he moved to Graz. His 
mother, nee Hanna Schul(t)z, and father owned a business in the Radetzky Street No. 8 that 
was taken away from them after the Annexation.  

On November 10, 1938, Koevesi was forced to leave his home in the Schießstattgasse No.54, 
Graz. He traveled to Vienna while his parents remained in Graz. There was no Jewish quarter in 
Graz. All Jewish families, about 2500, lived all over Graz. There was a Jewish elementary school, 
grade 1 through 5, which Koevesi attended. There were about 22 pupils in his 1st-grade class: a 
total of 110 students in his school. One of the teachers was not Jewish; but catholic. Anton 
Unger was the headmaster, and religion was taught by the teachers; there was no Rabi. Koevesi 
did not have a Jewish upbringing, neither were his parents religious. However, his father held 
on to some Jewish traditions. After finishing elementary school, Koevesi transferred to the 
Bundesgymnasium on the Überseegasse. Following his parents' wishes to learn good manners, 
Koevesi attended for two years the gymnasium in Vienna. He ended up graduating in Graz's 
Bundesgymnasium. 

During his high school years, Koevesi belonged to the hiking-club Blau-Weiss and a Jewish 
organization that tended to have rather Zionist left-wing views, whose goals were the 
emigration to Palestine. When the national socialist movement gained more traction, some of 
its members managed to immigrate into Palestine. Koevesi mostly enjoyed the socializing 
events and group outings.  

After graduating, in 1933, Koevesi's found employment in his cousin's shoe factory "Schuhfabrik 
M. Goldberger" where he worked as a clerk until Austria's invasion, 1938. With about eight 
employees, his cousin's company was taken over by someone for which he received some 
money. Koevesi had worked in that company until he was let go, following the Anschluss. 
Koevesi hoped that he and his parents would leave Austria, but that never materialized.  

On February 12th, 1934, Koevesi was on his way to work in Eggenberg when he ran into an 
uprising of the Social Democrats. Bullets were flying all around. He and other passersby ran 
away and hid in nearby houses. The uprising, which lasted about one week, left many seriously 
injured and dead. He later learned that the uprising was in retaliation for an attack at a social-
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democratic workers' shelter. Everyone was foreseeing the takeover of power, but no one drew 
any consequences from it. After being submitted to a flood of Nazi propaganda coming through 
the radio, the Austrians believed in what the Germans were saying. After all, Germany is their 
big brother, their fatherland.  

About 30 or 40 days before the Annexation, police units came from Vienna to Graz to maintain 
order because the Graz police were no longer trusted. Koevesi was at home on the day of the 
Annexation, on March 11, 1938. At 8 AM, Chancellor Schuschnigg talked to the people on the 
radio. His speech was short and boisterous, saying that "the rumor that the Germans set into 
motion stating that there is blood flowing in Linz is not in accordance with the truth. However, 
German Wehrmacht units have crossed the German/Austrian border. I say goodbye to the 
Austrian people with the words God protect Austria." After stepping onto the street that same 
day, Koevesi saw SS people armed with rifles and policemen rushing through the streets on cars 
or motorbikes waving Svastika flags. The Jewish population in Graz was not being harassed like 
they were in Vienna.  

Immediately after the Annexation, Koevesi's reaction was to leave Graz as soon as possible. His 
parents wanted him to leave. They continued to live in their flat until November 10, 1938. He 
does not remember being harassed or bullied by the neighbors or anyone else. His parent's 
business was immediately Aryanized.  

Part 2 of 3 

Koevesi remained until Nov. 10 at home by his parents. During this time, he went to various 
consulates in Vienna, inc. the Australian and US, to apply for an emigration visa. He also applied 
for Central America. A maternal cousin of Koevesi, who lived for many years in the US and 
worked as an engineer, wrote the affidavit he needed for his visa application. He remembers a 
gentleman with whom he was in the holding camp in Switzerland whose visa application was 
rejected because he suffered from Angina Pectoris and hence too sick to enter the US. The 
consulates were asking for large sums of money, which his family did not have. The time from 
the Anschluss until November 10 was not very eventful for him. Early September, he received a 
summon to the Gestapo. He was aware of the meaning of this demand. Other Jewish friends 
had received such a summon that they had to commit to leaving the country by a specific day. 
On the day that he was required to go to the Gestapo, there were already Jews being 
transported to the concentration camps Buchenwald, Dachau, and Weimar. The building of the 
Secret State Police was behind the police department, by the Dammallee. His mother was 
standing by the gate to the building, ordering him to not enter the building. He spent that night 
at a friend's home so that the Gestapo would not be able to pick him up at home. The following 
day, he went to Vienna to stay for three days with his 86-year-old grandmother and then on 
with a train to Switzerland. After several failed attempts to enter Switzerland illegally, he spent 
the night at a Gasthof in Hohenems. He planned to cross the reasonably shallow Old Rhine river 
to Switzerland. He was stopped by a Swiss soldier at the Rhine bridge, alerting him that the 
bridge was lined with explosives. Upon request, he handed the soldier his passport, which was 
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stamped with the letter "J," and was asked to wait until the arrival of the Hauptmann (captain). 
The Hauptmann ordered the soldier to take him to a camp in Diepoldsau located by the Rhine. 
A canton police officer searched him and ordered him to remain there until '…your fated is 
being decided.' On the third day, he was transferred to St. Gallen by train and taken to the 
office of the Israelite cultural community in St. Gallen. He was then taken to see the chairman 
of the refugee aid and Hauptmann Gruninger, the head of the Federal Tourism Police in St. 
Gallen. They assured him to be among friends, and they will do the utmost possible to find a 
way for him to remain in Switzerland until he can emigrate. He was sent to Schönengrund in the 
canton of St. Gallen, where he remained for nearly one year, waiting for his visa. As Koevesi did 
not have the necessary bribe money that the American Consul General in Zurich asked for, his 
visa was not granted. He went back to Vienna to apply again for an American visa. And, on 
October 18, 1939, his visa got approved. After a short farewell visit with his parents, he drove 
back to Switzerland at night. Then, with the train to Trieste and an Italian steamship, the 
Saturnia, to Patras, Greece, then around the Apennines Peninsula, Italy, Genoa, Gibraltar, to the 
Azores, where some of the passengers disembarked, and on to New York. There were many 
Jewish emigrants on board, Austrian, German, Czech, and Americans on their way back home. 
The ship reached New York's harbor on November 17, 1939. His cousin picked him up, and 
Koevesi was able to stay with him for one week. He began looking for a job and found work at 
an office furniture manufacturing company, where he earned 12 Dollars the week. Eventually, 
he was able to find a place to live in Manhattan. In the beginning, Koevesi's friends were either 
Austrian or German immigrants. He became an American citizen in July 1945. In 1958, Koevesi 
was able to revisit Austria.  

Shortly after Koevesi's departure, his parents had to go to Vienna, as the mayor of Graz had 
promised to make Graz 'cleaned of Jews'. His parents' apartment was taken over by someone. 
Anticipating having to move, they boxed up some belongings to be stored in a shipping 
company. They rode the train illegally across the border to Yugoslavia. Shortly after entering 
Yugoslavia, they jumped off the train at a previously agreed upon place. They continued their 
journey to Zagreb in a truck that was waiting for them. There, his father's relatives, who lived in 
Zagreb, took care of his parents. Soon after, they were taken to a holding camp in Sinowatz. In 
May of 1942, his father died of natural death. Koevesi's mother remained in the holding camp 
from where she wrote to him for the last time. He is not heard from his mother since. After the 
war's end, Koevesi received a letter from a relative of his father saying that all of the holding 
camp inmates, where his mother was in, had been in part deported to German concentration 
camps, or they were killed on the spot.  

Koevesi's paternal grandfather died early of a heart attack. His grandmother died from a brain 
hemorrhage while still living in her apartment in Vienna.  

Part 3 of 3 

Koevesi's experiences did not change his attitude towards Judaism or towards religion. As a 
young man, he was a Zionist. Later, though, he lost interest in Zionism. He never intended to 
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emigrate to Israel. In memory of his parents, he likes to hold on to Jewish traditions, such as 
holidays. The knowledge of the Holocaust has also not changed his attitude towards life and 
humanity. Koevesi asserts that young people ought to strive to be of goodwill and take note of 
the historical facts to draw their own conclusions from them. When all nations reconcile, there 
may come a time that racism, nationalism, and ultra-chauvinism will become a thing of the 
past.  

 

_______________ 

Translated & Summarized by Maria F. Baker 
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